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**TriZetto® QNXT™ Open Access**
Enabling digital transformation and IT integration at scale.

Web services that facilitate rapid, flexible integration of multiple information technology applications.

QNXT Open Access and QNXT platform are part of the Cognizant line of TriZetto® Healthcare Products—a portfolio of software products that helps healthcare organizations enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency, improve cost and quality of care, and improve the member and patient experience.

**TriZetto QNXT Open Access helps health plans:**

- Create rich and seamless integrations with web and mobile apps and/or third-party applications.
- Deliver real-time access to data for constituents.
- Accelerate system implementation and speed to market.
- Increase value by connecting, routing and transforming stored or shared data.
- Simplify the enterprise architecture and computing model.

With over 600 APIs, QNXT is open, flexible, modular and extensible to provide options for integrations that solve business challenges.
QNXT Open Access leverages service-oriented architecture that is independently scalable to meet your organization’s integration needs and support high availability of new features. This enables users to quickly and easily access, search and update information stored within the platform, and then deliver that data to other business applications. QNXT Open Access currently orchestrates some services and it will expand over time as documentation is added, allowing clients to orchestrate complex business processes.

TriZetto QNXT Open Access comprises 13 services and more than 600 underlying operations within QNXT that retrieve and update respective information in QNXT:

- Membership
- Eligibility
- Claims
- Finance
- Provider
- Benefit management
- Utilization management
- Real-time HIPAA transactions service
- Process logging
- Correspondence
- Security

Modern health plans have a heterogeneous ecosystem to satisfy varying data needs, not only for system(s) integration(s) but also to feed complex business analytics, fraud detection and health information exchange needs. Designed to streamline and improve the integration process, this saves payers time, money and resources, helping them take full advantage of their data and QNXT functions.
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